Reduce Risk with a Trusted Cloud

Why do you need a trusted cloud for your business?

1 REDUCE RISK
Oracle has badged cloud experts to look after cloud security, 24/7. Eliminate headaches and reduce costs by having Oracle maintain cloud security for you.

Why do you need a trusted cloud for your business?

2 GLOBAL STANDARDIZATION AT SPEED
Standardize and transform business processes

24/7

Oracle provides global access controls for onboarding and offboarding your workforce consistently.

Oracle continually invests in every layer of cloud security as part of its overall design across global data center regions.

3 SECURE AND SCALABLE
Oracle's multi-layer secure cloud approach is a major advantage for you, goes beyond every other cloud provider.

A Unique Advantage
Oracle's trusted, proven cloud is designed to be secure at every layer of the stack. Scale with unlimited performance.

Oracle Cloud is designed to be secure at every layer from physical data center security, to network, to hardware, chip and OS, to storage / disk / database, to platform, to the application layer.

Go global with secure business transformation at scale.

Example:
900,000 receipts per hour across 12 geographies

Millions of users trust Oracle cloud every day

Here are some numbers to prove it:

- 25,000+ SaaS customers
- 1,000+ Cloud Applications
- 61 Billion Transactions Daily
- 195+ countries

MILLIONS OF USERS TRUST ORACLE CLOUD EVERY DAY

REDUCE RISK IN THE CLOUD
Eliminate headaches and reduce costs with a trusted cloud from Oracle.

For more information please visit www.oracle.com/applications

In a recent study, 49% had slowed cloud adoption due to lack of cybersecurity skills

Lack of in-house security expertise?
Get trusted cloud security experts.

49%
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